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INTRODUCTION

Abstract—Previous literature reports greater metabolic
demand of walking following transtibial amputation. However,
most research focuses on relatively older, less active, and often
dysvascular amputees. Servicemembers with traumatic amputation are typically young, fit, and highly active before and
often following surgical amputation of their lower limb. This
study compared the metabolic demand of walking in young,
active individuals with traumatic unilateral transtibial amputation (TTA) and nondisabled controls. Heart rate (HR), rate of
oxygen consumption, and rating of perceived exertion (RPE)
were calculated as subjects walked at a self-selected velocity
and at five standardized velocities based on leg length. The
TTA group completed a Prosthetics Evaluation Questionnaire.
Oxygen consumption (p = 0.89), net oxygen consumption (p =
0.32), and RPE (p = 0.14) did not differ between groups. Compared with controls, HR was greater in the TTA group and
increased to a greater extent with velocity (p < 0.001). Overall,
the TTA group rated their walking abilities as high (mean: 93%
out of 100%). This is the first study to report equivalent metabolic demand between persons with amputation and controls
walking at the same velocity. These results may reflect the
physical fitness of the young servicemembers with traumatic
amputations and may serve to guide outcome expectations in
the future.

It is widely accepted that individuals with a transtibial amputation (TTA) have greater metabolic demands
during walking than nondisabled nonamputees. At similar walking speeds, metabolic demand for individuals
with unilateral TTA is 9–33 percent greater [1–7] than
nondisabled individuals and can influence rehabilitation,
prosthetic prescription, and patient participation in daily
physical activities. Those with TTA appear to compensate for the increase in energy expenditure by adopting
self-selected walking speeds 7–42 percent slower than
nondisabled individuals [4,8–9]. Walking slower allows
them to achieve equivalent metabolic rates as nondisabled individuals [2,10], potentially to limit physical
exertion [6]. The end result, however, is a 14 percent
greater total metabolic cost to walk an equivalent distance to nondisabled individuals [8].

Abbreviations: AVO2 = arterio-venous difference, FR =
Froude, HR = heart rate, PEQ = Prosthetics Evaluation Questionnaire, RPE = rating of perceived exertion, SSWV = selfselected walking velocity, TTA = transtibial amputation, VO2 =
rate of oxygen consumption.
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Several biomechanical factors relating to the loss of
the ankle plantar flexor musculature have been associated
with the high metabolic demand of walking in individuals with TTA. Ankle plantar flexors are responsible for
more than 80 percent of the mechanical power generated
during push-off [11]. Although prosthetic technology has
improved over the years, prosthetic feet are still largely
passive in nature and, therefore, incapable of fully restoring lost power at push-off. The resulting gait is asymmetrical and requires additional muscle forces from the intact
limb to compensate for deficiencies in the amputated
limb [12]. Muscular compensations, such as isometric
and/or antagonistic contractions, increase the metabolic
cost of walking [3,13]. An individual’s ability to reduce
these compensations depends on a variety of factors that
are not all biomechanical.
Abnormal kinematics and associated compensations
may be overemphasized as the cause of the high metabolic demand in individuals with lower-limb amputations
[14]. Other influencing factors include walking surface
[6,8,15–16], prosthetic componentry [17–21], prosthesis
gait experience [22], residual limb length [1,10], baseline
fitness [1,6,23], age [1,6], and comorbidities [9,23].
Gaily et al. considered multiple factors of energy expenditure following TTA and found that the baseline rate of
oxygen consumption (VO2) contributed to 40 percent of
the variance in the data [1]. Physical fitness is a large
contributor to baseline VO2 and is, therefore, a primary
factor affecting the metabolic demand of ambulation [1].
A 1979 report concluded that VO2 may be reasonably
reduced with exercise in a population of individuals with
unilateral TTA [17]. However, the vast majority of the
participants in this study sustained amputation as the
result of vascular pathologies. When assessing metabolic
demand, individuals with traumatic, as opposed to dysvascular, amputation may represent a distinct subset.
In general, civilians with traumatic TTA incur lower
metabolic cost per unit distance walked than dysvascular
amputees [23]. Torburn et al. [23] found that individuals
with traumatic TTA were of better physical fitness
because their amputations were not due to medical conditions or behaviors that typically affect metabolic rate
(e.g., diabetes, peripheral vascular disease, smoking
[24]). In the military, a majority of amputations are traumatic in nature. The Active Duty servicemembers who
sustain these injuries are typically at high levels of physical fitness before injury and undergo intensive rehabilitation following injury. As a result, common assumptions

regarding the metabolic consequences of TTA may not
apply to the servicemember with a traumatic amputation
who is young and physically fit. Therefore, the purpose
of this study was to compare metabolic demand between
young, highly active individuals who had sustained traumatic unilateral TTA and nondisabled controls.

METHODS
Thirteen males with unilateral TTA and 13 nondisabled male subjects participated in this study. All subjects
were servicemembers and amputations were the result of
traumatic high-energy impacts or explosions. At the time
of data collection, these individuals were in relatively
early stages of recovery and prosthetic use. Other inclusion criteria consisted of 18–45 yr of age and independent
ambulation with a passive, energy-storage-and-return
prosthetic foot for at least 2 mo. Exclusion criteria consisted of conditions affecting metabolism and/or comorbidities that did not permit safe, independent ambulation.
Nondisabled subjects with no current history of injuries or
surgeries were recruited from the local population of
Active Duty military personnel. Treadmill experience was
not recorded as part of inclusion and exclusion criteria.
All subjects provided written informed consent for the
research procedures approved by the Brooke Army Medical Center Institutional Review Board.
Metabolic data were collected using a portable metabolic unit with 30 s averaging (K4b2, Cosmed, Inc;
Rome, Italy) [25]. Subjects wore a heart rate (HR) monitor (Polar Electro Inc; Lake Success, New York) on their
chest and a plastic metabolic mask secured over their
nose and mouth. Ratings of perceived exertion (RPEs)
were selected from a Borg 20-point scale [26] at the conclusion of each velocity condition. Walking took place on
a treadmill without the use of upper-limb assistance at
five standardized velocities and one self-selected walking
velocity (SSWV). SSWV was based on the subject’s preferred overground walking velocity averaged over 10
passes across a 10 m walkway. Standardized velocities
were based on the length of the intact limb (measured
from the greater trochanter to the floor) and were equal to
Froude (FR) numbers of 0.06 (FR1), 0.10 (FR2), 0.16
(FR3), 0.23 (FR4), and 0.31 (FR5) using the following
Equation [27]:

Velocity  FR  Gravity  Leg Length

.
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FR numbers were used to scale walking velocities to
leg length to facilitate equivalent task demands across
individuals with different anthropometric characteristics.
Previous experience with individuals with unilateral TTA
indicates that FR3 is generally closest to the SSWV, and
two slower and two faster velocities were selected to
incorporate the range of achievable walking velocities for
this patient population.
All testing was conducted in a single session. Subjects began testing by sitting quietly for 10 min to establish baseline resting HR and VO2 values. Subjects then
walked, progressing from the slowest to the fastest velocity, for approximately 5 min at each velocity condition, or
until steady-state oxygen consumption was achieved, and
walked at steady state for at least 2 min. Rest was given
between conditions as needed. If rest was not needed,
subjects continued through the progressive velocity protocol. In the final 30 s of each condition, subjects indicated their RPE. In addition, the TTA group completed a
Prosthetic Evaluation Questionnaire (PEQ) [28] and specific questions related to walking ability, energetic cost,
and pain were selected for analysis (questions presented
in Figure 1).
Steady-state VO2 was averaged during the final
2 min of data collection and scaled to biological body
mass. Net VO2 was calculated as baseline VO2 subtracted from steady state VO2 during walking. Because
walking velocities were not different between groups,
metabolic cost calculations were not necessary. RPE values were averaged across subjects within each group at
each velocity and standard deviations were calculated.
PEQ scores were evaluated by measuring the distance
marked by the subject on a line. Mean values and standard deviations were recorded for each question.
Individuals with TTA were compared with controls
using a repeated-measures analysis of variance (group 
velocity). Significant main effects of group were separated with post hoc, unpaired t-tests. Because the primary
aim of the study was to compare between groups,
between-speed comparisons were not performed post
hoc. Linear regressions compared the dependent variables of HR and VO2 to RPE.

RESULTS
There were no significant demographic differences
between groups (Table 1). Individuals with traumatic
unilateral TTA and nondisabled controls did not differ in

terms of age (p = 0.30), height (p = 0.74), mass (p =
0.11), leg length (p = 0.78), or SSWV (p = 0.63). Of the
12 subjects in the TTA group who responded to all PEQ
questions, 9 reported participating in physical therapy at
the time of the metabolic testing. These 9 subjects spent
an average of 2.6 h/d and approximately 4.6 d/wk participating in therapy activities. Overall, the TTA group
devoted an average of 11.5 h/wk to cardiovascular and/or
strength training activity.
Table 2 presents VO2, HR, and RPE at each of the
five walking velocities. Gross metabolic rates were not
different between the TTA and control groups at any
velocity, but resting rates were lower in the TTA group
(p = 0.049) (Figure 2(a)). Net VO2 was calculated for
comparison (Figure 2(b)), but net rate also did not differ
between the two groups at any velocity (p = 0.32). RPE
was not significantly different between individuals with
TTA and controls at any velocity (p = 0.14) (Figure
2(d)). HR was not significantly different between the
groups at baseline (p = 0.79), but there was a significant
interaction between group and speed (p < 0.001) such
that HR was significantly greater in the TTA group
across all walking conditions (main effect of group: p =
0.002). Furthermore, HR in the TTA group increased to a
greater extent with increasing walking velocity (main
effect of speed: p < 0.001) than did HR in the control
group (Figure 2(c)). There were no other significant
interactions.
Both groups experienced greater VO2 and indicated
greater RPE as walking velocity increased from FR1 to
FR5 (p < 0.001 for both dependent measures). Although
subjects indicated higher levels of perceived exertion as
both VO2 and HR increased, VO2 was more strongly correlated with RPE (control: R2 = 0.659, TTA: R2 = 0.500,
Figure 3(a)) than HR (control: R2 = 0.295, TTA: R2 =
0.311, Figure 3(b)) in both groups.
Mean PEQ responses indicated that the individuals
with unilateral TTA did not find walking with a prosthesis overly exhausting (72% [100% = not exhausting at
all]), had high walking ability using their prosthesis (93%
[100% = no problem walking with prosthesis]), and were
satisfied with their walking ability (91% [100% =
extremely satisfied]) (Figure 1). Out of the 13 TTA subjects, 12 indicated on the PEQ that they experienced
some pain in their residual limb and 9 experienced some
pain in their back. Pain levels were, on average, moderate
to mild but were highly variable from subject to subject.
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Figure 1.
Prosthetic Evaluation Questionnaire responses. Specific questions related to aims of this study were selected for analysis. Mean
values are presented, where applicable, with a vertical line and range of responses.

DISCUSSION
The literature on individuals with amputations commonly reports greater metabolic demands of walking
when compared with nondisabled individuals. However,
study participants are often older, have amputations due

to vascular issues, are less fit, and/or have been using
prostheses for many years when compared with subjects
in this present study. It was previously unknown how
lower-limb amputation affected the metabolic demand of
walking in young, active individuals with TTA across a
range of walking velocities. In support of our hypothesis,
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Table 1.
Subject characteristics.

TTA Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
TTA, Mean  SD
Control, Mean  SD

Age
(yr)
30
27
24
25
27
25
32
41
26
28
22
33
36
28.9  5.3
26.5  6.0

Mass
(kg)
73.9
75.9
90.0
76.4
78.7
83.1
102.4
96.1
69.3
96.1
80.0
81.0
103.9
85.1  11.3
79.4  9.7

Leg Length
(cm)
86.5
85.0
95.5
85.0
96.0
91.0
103.0
93.0
89.0
94.0
95.0
90.0
100.0
92.5  5.5
93.1  3.9

SSWV
(m/s)
1.07
1.40
1.36
1.15
1.33
1.40
1.58
1.17
1.37
1.15
1.34
1.18
1.33
1.29  0.14
1.32  0.16

Months
Ambulating
2
12
6
12
4
2
24
4
2
6
4
6
4
6.62  6.19
—

Prosthesis
O Re-Flex VSP
O LP Vari-Flex
O LP Vari-Flex
O Re-Flex VSP
O LP VSP
FI Renegade
B Elite Blade
O Re-Flex VSP
B Elite 2
O Re-Flex Rotate
O Re-Flex VSP
O LP Vari-Flex
O Re-Flex Rotate
—
—

Note: Mass refers to biological mass and excludes mass of prosthesis.
B = Blatchford Group (Miamisburg, Ohio), FI = Freedom Innovations (Irvine, California), O = Ossür (Reykjavik, Iceland), SD = standard deviation, SSWV = selfselected walking velocity, TTA = transtibial amputation.

Table 2.
Mean  standard deviation dependent measures at each of five velocity conditions.

Velocity
Condition
FR1
FR2
FR3
FR4
FR5

Velocity
(m/s)
0.74  0.02
0.95  0.03
1.20  0.04
1.44  0.04
1.68  0.05

TTA
Gross VO2
HR
(mL/kg/min)
(bpm)
9.5  1.12
91.5  10.6
10.9  0.86
97.7  11.5
12.7  1.08
104.8  13.0
15.5  1.63
116.4  15.4
19.1  2.26
130.2  18.1

RPE
7.2  0.9
7.9  1.6
9.6  1.9
11.3  1.8
12.3  1.9

Velocity
(m/s)
0.73  0.02
0.97  0.02
1.21  0.02
1.45  0.03
1.69  0.03

Control
HR
Gross VO2
(mL/kg/min)
(bpm)
9.6  1.02
79.4  13.9
10.9  0.96
83.4  14.2
12.8  1.12
88.4  13.8
15.5  1.34
95.0  14.0
18.9  1.75
103.9  14.6

RPE
6.9  0.6
8.7  1.3
10.6  0.9
12.2  1.5
13.5  1.5

FR = Froude, HR = heart rate, RPE = rating of perceived exertion, TTA = transtibial amputation, VO2 = rate of oxygen consumption.

metabolic rate was not different between individuals with
unilateral TTA and nondisabled controls across a range of
walking velocities. Individuals with TTA also chose to
walk at a SSWV that was equivalent to nondisabled. The
only study that has reported equivalent metabolic
demands between subjects with amputations and controls
at similar speeds used powered prostheses with batterypowered push-off assistance to supplement lacking muscular efforts [18]. However, the present study is the first
to report similar metabolic rates when using passive
energy-storage-and-return prostheses and walking at
equivalent speeds.
Metabolic rates for the individuals with traumatic
TTA were substantially lower than those reported in the
literature. Although walking velocities varied greatly

across previous studies, when individuals with TTA walk
at similar velocities to nondisabled controls, they typically have 9–33 percent greater metabolic demand [1–
7,23]. This increased metabolic rate was not observed at
controlled or self-selected velocities in this study. To our
knowledge, the only other reports of similar rates
between individuals with amputation and nondisabled
controls were the result of significantly slower walking
velocities in the TTA group [15].
Walking economy is influenced by an individual’s
level of physical fitness [1,6]. Specifically, strength training and prosthetic training have both been found to
decrease metabolic demand [17,29]. Therefore, it is suspected that these findings are due, at least in part, to the
relatively high levels of physical fitness in both the TTA
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Figure 2.
Mean (standard deviation bars) dependent measures of (a) rate of oxygen consumption (VO2), (b) net VO2, (c) heart rate, and
(d) rating of perceived exertion (RPE) for subjects with transtibial amputation (TTA) and controls. *Statistically significant at p < 0.05.
Percent values indicate percent increase or decrease of TTA group from controls. FR = Froude, NS = not significant, SSWV = selfselected walking velocity.

and control groups comprised of young servicemembers.
These results during the relatively low metabolic demand
activity of walking may not carry over to high-intensity
activities, such as running or load carriage, where the
lack of lower-limb musculature may present a greater
musculoskeletal and metabolic challenge. In fact, servicemembers with TTA do experience greater metabolic
demands than controls during load carriage activities. In
a similar patient population of young (26.9 yr), Active
Duty servicemembers with TTA in early stages of rehabilitation, Schnall et al. found 9–11 percent greater VO2
in individuals with TTA than in controls when subjects
were required to carry 32.7 kg loads [30]. The differences
these authors found, however, were considerably less
than previous reports comparing individuals with ampu-

tations and nondisabled individuals, and RPE was not
different between groups. Therefore, the results of
Schnall et al. [30] combined with the results of the present study lend support to the notion that walking with a
lower-limb prosthesis does not require a substantially
greater metabolic cost when the user is young, active, and
otherwise healthy. This specific population of young,
active, and physically fit individuals with amputations is
generally not found in the literature.
Individuals with TTA had lower baseline metabolic
rates than controls. The lower resting VO2 suggests that the
cardiovascular fitness levels may have been higher in the
TTA group than in the control group. This present population was active and involved in rigorous rehabilitation. On
average, subjects spent 11.5 h/wk in cardiovascular and/or
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Figure 3.
(a) Rate of oxygen consumption (VO2) and (b) heart rate (HR)
relative to rating of perceived exertion (RPE) with linear regression lines. Black regression lines correspond to control group
and light gray regression lines correspond to transtibial amputation (TTA) group. Individual subject values are presented
across all five walking speeds (Froude [FR] 1–5).

strength training and many performed a wide variety of
high-intensity activities. Although previous research has
reported a decline in physical activity postamputation [31],
we expect this may not have been the case for the present
subjects and that their physical fitness was the primary
contributor to their lower resting VO2.
HR was also different between the two groups.
Although equivalent VO2 values were observed between
TTA and control groups during walking, HR was consistently greater in the TTA group. The greater HR measured in this population of individuals with unilateral
TTA may indicate cardiac changes following amputation
and warrant HR monitoring during exercise. HR, stroke
volume, and the arterio-venous difference (AVO2) are the
three factors that determine VO2 [32]. Therefore, the
greater HR in the TTA group necessitates that either
stroke volume and/or AVO2 were lower than controls. It

is possible that, despite their high levels of physical fitness, stroke volume decreased. Previous literature has
shown that the contractile capacity of the myocardium
decreases following major limb loss, regardless of the
level or location of amputation [33]. Although it is
unknown how these amputations directly affected AVO2,
the acute disruption of the circulatory system due to
amputation may also play a role in these results.
Overall, the lack of congruency between the HR and
VO2 results was unexpected when comparing the two
groups. At similar velocities to the present study, Gaily et
al. [1] found an 18 percent greater VO2 and HR in TTA
than in controls, while the present study found 20 percent
greater HR, on average, across the five controlled speeds
(larger differences with increasing walking velocities)
with no difference in VO2. When comparing VO2 and
HR, VO2 was the stronger predictor of perceived exertion as walking velocity increased. However, previous
work in a similar amputee population found that, when
subjects were carrying a load, RPE was not strongly
associated with VO2 [30]. At first glance, it may be suspected that a threshold exists at which individuals with
amputation begin to experience greater metabolic
demands of locomotion, such as when carrying heavy
loads; however, the RPE values with load carriage fell
within the range of those reported in the present study for
similar metabolic demands. It is possible that the subjects
in both Schnall et al. [30] and the present study may not
have been sufficiently taxed during testing and the ranges
of speeds and weights of loads were chosen because they
were within the capabilities of the subject population.
This speculation is supported in both studies by only
moderate RPE values in the most physically demanding
conditions tested and perceptions of exertion levels that
were not different from nonamputees.
The present study is not the first to find similar performance between young, active servicemembers with TTA
and nondisabled controls. There are several examples in
which servicemembers who participated in intensive rehabilitation programs and had access to regular prosthetic
care demonstrated smaller deficits than previously
reported. For example, they have performed similarly to
their nondisabled counterparts in areas such as activity
performance, gait biomechanics, and walking stability
[34–41]. It is important to recognize that the similarities
observed here and elsewhere, while encouraging, do not
represent an absence of dysfunction or the full restoration
of function in all people or across all aspects of life. Other
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deficits are often still present requiring further rehabilitation to restore function and quality of life [42].

LIMITATIONS
This intensive rehabilitation and prosthetic care
received by servicemembers with amputation may limit
the generalizability of these results to the general population of people with amputation. In addition, comorbidities and concurrent injuries associated with traumatic
limb loss can affect the homogeneity of the patient group
and introduce a second study limitation. However, additional minor injuries are likely representative of the general population of individuals with traumatic lower-limb
amputation. These additional injuries or comorbidities
would be expected to result in greater gait deviations,
which may then require greater oxygen consumption than
nondisabled individuals. However, these differences
were not found. Therefore, it was unlikely that any
comorbidities influenced the results of this study or comparisons to the literature.

CONCLUSIONS
This is the first study to report equivalent metabolic
rates between individuals with traumatic unilateral lowerlimb amputation and their nondisabled counterparts during walking at the same speed. These data collected from
young, highly active individuals with traumatic lowerlimb amputation differ from the larger body of literature
demonstrating greater rates in the older, relatively unfit,
and/or dysvascular amputee. As new technology develops and powered devices that better emulate biological
ankle function become mainstream options for individuals with TTA, the metabolic demands of locomotion are
expected to decrease for all users. However, use of current energy-storage-and-return models may still be
appropriately prescribed for the population addressed in
the current study without the expectation of high metabolic demands.
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